Basis of a Cognitive Complexity Metric


Relational complexity (RC) is a metric reflecting capacity limitation in relational processing. It plays a crucial role in higher cognitive processes and is an endophenotype for several disorders. However, the genetic underpinnings of complex relational processing have not been investigated. Using the classical twin model, we estimated the heritability of RC and genetic overlap with intelligence (IQ), reasoning, and working memory in a twin and sibling sample aged 15-29 years (N = 787). Further, in an exploratory search for genetic loci contributing to RC, we examined associated genetic markers and genes in our Discovery sample and selected loci for replication in four independent samples (ALS PAC, LBC1993, NTR, NCNG), followed by meta-analysis (N>6500) at the single marker level. Twin modelling showed RC is highly heritable (67%), has considerable genetic overlap with IQ (59%), and...
is a major component of genetic covariation between reasoning and working memory (72%). At the molecular level, we found preliminary support for four single-marker loci (one in the gene DGKB), and at a gene-based level for the NPS gene, having influence on cognition. These results indicate that genetic sources influencing relational processing are a key component of the genetic architecture of broader cognitive abilities. Further, they suggest a genetic cascade, whereby genetic factors influencing capacity limitation in relational processing have a flow-on effect to more complex cognitive traits, including reasoning and working memory, and ultimately, IQ.

Introduction

Relational processing is defined as the ability to mentally link variables relevant for goal-direct

...behave, and is thought to underlie a diverse range of higher-order cognitive abilities including reasoning, categorisation, planning, quantification, and language [1–12]. One characteristic of relational processing is that it is effortful. It imposes a load on limited cognitive resources and this load increases with the complexity of the relations. Relational complexity (RC) theory [13] quantifies complexity in terms of the RC metric. This metric is domain-general, underlining tasks as divergent as sentence comprehension (understanding multiple “who did what” relations (Fig 1)) and transitive inference (whereby A > C can be inferred from the two relations, A > B and B > C)[14]. The capacity to process complex relational information in order to solve a problem increases from childhood through to young adulthood (most 2 year-olds can process relations between two entities/variables, which increases to three entities/variables for the majority of 5 year-olds, while the relational processing limit for young adults corresponds to four entities related in a single decision [14–16]). This limit on relational processing represents the number of unique entities, or conceptual chunks of information, that can be processed in parallel to arrive at a solution and is proposed to underlie capacity limitations in reasoning (as has been shown for the knight-knave task of suppositional reasoning [16, 17]).

Further, it is comparable to the working memory capacity limit of four elements [18]. Indeed, capacity limits in both reasoning and working memory might be based on the limited ability to process complex relational information, which could account for the link found between these traits [19].

Another characteristic of relational processing is its apparent sensitivity to brain abnormalities associated with psychiatric and neurological disorders. Relational processing engages the prefrontal cortex [20, 21], a brain region involved in the integration of information processing that occurs in other specialised brain systems, and that shows a linear pattern of development such that magnitude of activation during tests of executive function increases from childhood through to young adulthood [22–25]. Limits in the ability to process complex relations have recently been associated with increased regional activity within, and functional interactions between, the fronto-parietal and cingulo-opercular control networks, with connectivity between prefrontal regions directly associated with limits in relational processing [12]. Dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex is a central feature of many psychiatric disorders (including schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and posttraumatic stress disorder [26]) and neurological conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease [27]. Consequently, relational processing ability has been used to characterise executive impairment in Alzheimer’s disease patients [27], and similarly, following stroke [4]. Impaired relational processing is found in schizophrenia [28–30] and patients show altered prefrontal activity during relational
A) Sentence Comprehension Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Example Sentences (Probe Questions, Options)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The man that the child bit read. (Who read? man child)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The pig bumped the cow that ate. (Who bumped? pig cow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The coach that the player brought the manager to drank. (Who was the manager brought to? coach player manager)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The sheep bumped the pig toward the goat that grazed. (What did the goat do? bumped grazed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B) N-term Example:

Premises

B > A
A < F
F > B
X < A

Correct Sequence

F > B > A > X

C) Latin Square Example:

Problem Square

Option

Completed Square
processing when compared to controls [31]. This close relationship between cognitive function and psychiatric illness has previously been exploited in the search for genes influencing psychiatric disorders and to gain further insights into the genetic architecture contributing to these disorders [32–34].

Thus, relational processing is identified as a core cognitive trait supporting complex cognitive abilities in healthy individuals [1], and further, is shown to be sensitive to psychiatric and neurological disorder [4, 27, 28]. However, the genetic basis of individual differences in the ability to process relations of varying complexity has not, to our knowledge, previously been examined. Here, using twin and genome-wide analytic approaches, we explore the genetic underpinnings of complex relational processing. Using classical twin modelling and data from a sample of healthy adolescents and young adults (the Discovery sample), we estimated how much of the variance in relational processing was due to genetic factors (i.e. heritability). Based on evidence pointing to the critical role of relational processing in higher cognitive processes [1], we hypothesised that genetic factors influencing relational processing would also be a strong component of general cognitive function, and further, based on the conjecture that capacity limitations in relational processing may reflect a common mechanism restricting both reasoning and working memory [19], that they would account for much of the association found between these two traits. These hypotheses were supported in twin modelling. In exploratory genome-wide analyses of molecular data we then searched for genetic variants (single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)) associated with relational processing. Using a cross-trait consistency approach to reduce noise, we selected a subset of SNPs, which along with our top-ranked SNPs and genes, were assessed for replication in four independent samples. No association results survived correction for multiple testing. However, suggestive results were found for a number of plausible loci.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Discovery sample participants were primarily adolescent twins and their singleton siblings from the Cognition Study (N>2700)—a component of the Brisbane Adolescent Twin Study [35]. Sample numbers differed for the twin modelling and genome-wide analyses. Twin modelling was performed on 787 individuals (mean age 17.0±2.2SD years, range 15.9–29.6) for whom measures of relational processing, reasoning, working memory, and IQ were available. These included 138 MZ and 187 DZ twin pairs, 12 triplet trios (one trio included an MZ pair), and 101 single twins or singleton siblings. 752 individuals had data for all four traits. Samples for the genome-wide analyses were restricted by available genotyping (Illumina Human 610-Quad SNP chip [36]), with 497 genotyped individuals (243 families) having relational processing, 481 (234 families) having reasoning, and 483 (234 families) having working memory measures. However, a larger genotyped sample of 1999 individuals (mean age 16.6±1.5 years) from 894 families had measures of IQ. Written, informed consent was obtained from all participants, including a parent or guardian for those aged less than 18 years. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at the QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute.
Measures

We used three tasks (Fig 1, S1 Text) across linguistic (Sentence Comprehension) and non-linguistic domains (Latin Square, N-term (a transitive inference task)) to assess relational processing [14, 37, 38]. For each task we assessed participants’ accuracy in processing relations, where successive trials, or blocks of trials within each task, increased in complexity. Using principal component analysis (PCA), we derived a relational complexity (RC) component, which accounted for 63.9% of the variance in the three tasks. Test-retest reliability of RC, assessed in a sub-sample of 20 twin pairs, showed high reliability (0.78; individual tasks ranged 0.44–0.78; Table 1). Full-scale IQ was assessed with the Multidimensional Aptitude Battery (MAB [39]).

Reasoning and working memory principal components were each derived from two subtests from the MAB [39] and/or Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – Third Edition (WAIS-III [40]) (Table 1). RC was independent of each of the other derived component scores. However, the MAB subtest Arithmetic contributed to both IQ and Reasoning. Details of zygosity determination and genotyping can be found in S1 Table.

Twin Modelling – Discovery Sample

Classical twin models were employed to estimate heritability and to explore genetic covariation (i) among the three relational processing tasks, (ii) between RC and IQ, and (iii) to assess the degree to which sources influencing RC also contribute to the covariation between reasoning and working memory. This method does not use the genotype data, but rather, utilizes the genetic relationship between twins. Monozygotic (MZ) twins share 100% of their genetic material, while dizygotic (DZ) twins and non-twin siblings share on average 50% of their genetic material.

Twin modeling was performed at univariate and multivariate levels using the structural equation software package Mx [41]. Variance due to individual differences was decomposed into additive genetic (A), common environmental (C), and unshared environmental (E) sources, and multivariate models provided variance/covariance matrices from which genetic and environmental correlations were calculated. We assessed the fit of a series of models, including independent and common pathway models and/or Cholesky decomposition [41] to determine which pattern of covariation best fitted the data.

Prior to modeling, the relational processing measures were transformed (log or square root, S1 Table (distributions for the RC component are also shown in S1 Table)) and all measures were standardized (z-scores, $M = 0\pm1$). We found no consistent birth-order, zygosity, or age effects. Males had slightly, but significantly, higher IQ and reasoning scores than females, so sex was included as a covariate. No sex effects were found for the relational processing measures or working memory (S2 Table).

Genome-wide Analyses

Discovery Sample. Exploratory genome-wide association (GWA) and gene-based tests were conducted to identify loci influencing RC. To reduce noise, we compared these results to those for reasoning, working memory, and IQ—traits shown in the twin modeling to have a substantial genetic overlap with relational processing and as relational processing is theorized to play a crucial role in each [1, 19]. Only associations found to be consistent across traits, in addition to top hits, were taken forward for replication.

Individual SNPs were tested for association with the family-based SCORE test implemented in the software program Merlin [42]. Merlin accounts for the relatedness of individuals, including MZ twins. Sex, age, and population stratification effects (i.e., the first 3 multi-dimensional scaling scores for each individual from a stratification analysis) were included as covariates. Of
Table 1. Trait Demographics, Test-Retest Reliability, Phenotypic/Genetic Correlations, and Twin Correlations (shown with 95% Confidence Intervals).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait Demographics</th>
<th>Sentence Comprehension</th>
<th>N-term</th>
<th>Latin Square</th>
<th>Relational Complexity (RC)</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
<th>Working Memory</th>
<th>IQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N (individuals)</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means±SD</td>
<td>17.1±3.3</td>
<td>11.6±4</td>
<td>2.4±0.4</td>
<td>0±1</td>
<td>0±1</td>
<td>0±1</td>
<td>0±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>6–22</td>
<td>0–16</td>
<td>0.5–3.0</td>
<td>-4.0 to 1.6</td>
<td>-3.1 to 2.7</td>
<td>-2.5 to 2.8</td>
<td>79–147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test-Retest $r^2$</td>
<td>0.74 (0.56–0.84)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.47–0.79)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.13–0.64)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.61–0.86)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.73 (0.58, 0.83)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.81–0.91)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phenotypic/Genetic $r^2$**

| Trait          | Mean | SD   | 95% CI        | | 95% CI        | | 95% CI        | |
|----------------|------|------|---------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Sentence Comp  | 0.85 | 0.06 | (0.67, 0.96)  | 0.90 (0.81, 0.96)| 0.76 (0.55, 1.00)| 0.71 (0.52, 0.98)| 0.70 (0.56, 0.92)|
| N-term         | 0.56 | 0.12 | (0.51–0.61)   | 0.91 (0.70, 1.00)| 0.99 (0.94, 1.00)| 0.83 (0.56, 1.00)| 0.45 (0.14, 0.75)| 0.74 (0.55, 0.94)|
| Latin Square   | 0.40 | 0.05 | (0.34–0.46)   | 0.47 (0.41–0.52)| 0.87 (0.74, 0.96)| 0.75 (0.49, 0.95)| 0.21 (0.00, 0.53)| 0.60 (0.40, 0.81)|
| RC             | 0.83 | 0.06 | (0.80–0.85)   | 0.82 (0.80–0.84)| 0.75 (0.72–0.78)| 0.84 (0.66, 1.00)| 0.52 (0.29, 0.79)| 0.75 (0.62, 0.92)|
| Reasoning      | 0.49 | 0.05 | (0.43–0.55)   | 0.51 (0.46–0.57)| 0.46 (0.40–0.52)| 0.61 (0.56–0.66)| 1               | 0.70 (0.45, 0.90)| 0.86 (0.77, 0.99)|
| Working Memory | 0.49 | 0.05 | (0.43–0.55)   | 0.37 (0.30–0.44)| 0.27 (0.20–0.34)| 0.48 (0.41–0.53)| 0.52 (0.46–0.57)| 1               | 0.56 (0.39, 0.79)|
| IQ             | 0.56 | 0.05 | (0.51–0.61)   | 0.56 (0.50–0.60)| 0.47 (0.41–0.52)| 0.65 (0.61–0.69)| 0.75 (0.71–0.78)| 0.49 (0.43–0.55)| 1               |

**Twin $r^g$**

| Trait        | Mean | SD   | 95% CI        | | 95% CI        | | 95% CI        | |
|--------------|------|------|---------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| MZ Pairs     | 0.54 | 0.06 | (0.42, 0.64)  | 0.48 (0.34, 0.58)| 0.45 (0.31, 0.56)| 0.67 (0.58, 0.74)| 0.62 (0.52, 0.70)| 0.63 (0.53, 0.71)| 0.83 (0.81, 0.85)|
| DZ Pairs     | 0.30 | 0.05 | (0.19, 0.40)  | 0.32 (0.20, 0.41)| 0.20 (0.08, 0.30)| 0.37 (0.27, 0.46)| 0.39 (0.28, 0.48)| 0.38 (0.26, 0.47)| 0.42 (0.37, 0.47)|

$^a$RC was derived from principal components analysis (PCA) of the Sentence Comprehension, N-term, and Latin Square tasks and accounted for 63.9% of variance. **Reasoning**, accounting for 70.2% of the variance in PCA, was derived from the Matrix Reasoning and Arithmetic subtests from the WAIS-III [40] and MAB [39] respectively (note that Arithmetic is contributing to both IQ and Reasoning). **Working Memory**, accounting for 79.1% variance in PCA, was derived from Digit Span Backwards and Letter Number Sequencing (WAIS-III [40]). IQ was derived from scaled scores from three verbal (Information, Arithmetic, Vocabulary) and two performance subtests (Spatial, Object Assembly) from the MAB [39].

$^b$For genome-wide association, a larger sample (1999) was used.

$^c$Based on 20 pairs retested for RC and Working Memory (mean interval = 3.3±1.6 months) and an independent set of 50 pairs retested for IQ (mean interval = 3.4±1.0 months) [85]. Test-retest for Reasoning could not be computed due to non-overlap of retest samples for the contributing variables. Note that reliability for Latin Square increased to 0.60 if three individuals showing substantial improvement were dropped.

$^d$Genetic correlations were derived from Cholesky decomposition that allowed for additive genetic, common environmental, and unique environmental influences.

$^e$MZ = monozygotic, DZ = dizygotic. Note that twins were paired with a non-twin sibling where possible to create additional pseudo-DZ pairs. For all variables, correlations between same-sex co-twins could be collapsed over sex for MZ and DZ pairs (i.e. MZ male and female pairs, DZ male and female pairs, $\Delta y^2_1$ ranged 0.0–2.5) indicating that the magnitude of genetic and environmental influences did not differ significantly between males and females. Further, indicating that sources of influence do not differ significantly between males and females, the opposite-sex correlations could be set equal to the same-sex DZ correlations for all variables ($\Delta y^2_1$ ranged 0.6–3.3) with the exception of IQ ($\Delta y^2_1 = 4.2$). This suggests that for IQ there may not be complete overlap in genetic sources of influence for males and females.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123886.001

the top 50 SNPs associated with RC (where SNPs were in high linkage disequilibrium ($\geq 0.5$, identified using SNAP [43]), only one was retained), those with p-values less than 0.05 for all three additional traits were chosen for replication. As our IQ sample was four times that for relational processing, we repeated this process with the top 50 IQ SNPs (i.e., selecting if $p<0.05$
for RC, reasoning, and working memory). From these 100 SNPs, 10 showed consistency across trait, and including the top hit for IQ (included due to larger sample), a total of 11 SNPs were selected for replication. The software ANNOVAR [44] was used to identify those SNPs in or near genes (build version: hg18).

In addition, to determine if any genes had an excess of SNPs with small p-values, the GWA results were examined in gene-based analyses performed using VEGAS [45], a versatile gene-based association test that is suitable for family-based GWA. It assigns SNPs to autosomal genes, with gene boundaries of ±50kb, and takes into account gene length and linkage disequilibrium. The best performing genes for RC and IQ were selected for replication. GWA and gene-based significance levels, after adjusting for multiple testing and two correlated traits, were $3.1 \times 10^{-8}$ and $1.7 \times 10^{-6}$ respectively (S1 Table).

**Replication and Meta-Analysis.** Using four independent samples previously described—Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC [46], N = 4078), Lothian Birth Cohort 1936 (LBC1936 [47, 48], N = 1005), Netherlands Twin Registry (NTR [49, 50], N = 920), and Norwegian Cognitive NeuroGenetics (NCNG [51], N = 670)—we attempted to replicate associations for the 11 SNPs and two genes. While none of the independent groups had measures specifically designed to quantify complex relational processing, all had measures of reasoning, working memory, and/or IQ (to which relational processing is proposed to contribute [1]) that could be used as proxies. A full description of these data and cohort-specific association and gene-based analyses is given in S3 Table.

We extracted summary statistics for the 11 markers for reasoning, working memory, and IQ (available for four, two, and three replication samples respectively), which together with the Discovery sample, were meta-analysed in METAL [52] using p-values across studies and with sample size and direction of effect taken into account. As the meta p-value significance may be slightly inflated with related individuals we used family number for sample size for the Australian (Discovery) and Dutch samples.

**Results**

**Twin Modelling – Discovery Sample**

Mean performance, reliability, and correlations (phenotypic ($r_p$), genetic ($r_g$), and twin) are shown in Table 1. Performance was moderately correlated between the three relational complexity tasks ($r_p = 0.40 - 0.56$, $r_g = 0.57 - 0.91$) and with IQ ($r_p = 0.47 - 0.56$, $r_g = 0.60 - 0.74$), with genetic correlations being stronger than phenotypic. Similarly, RC was strongly correlated with IQ ($0.65$ ($r_g = 0.75$)), as well as reasoning ($0.61$ ($r_g = 0.84$)), and working memory ($0.48$ ($r_g = 0.52$)).

Univariate model-fitting showed that common environmental influences could be dropped without loss of fit for all traits (S4 Table). However, it should be noted that if there are small but true common environmental influences, these may bias heritability estimates upwards. Heritability (i.e. $h^2$) estimates for the individual relational complexity tasks were in the moderate range (41–57%, Fig 2, see also S2 Text and S5 Table). RC was slightly more heritable (67%), and of similar magnitude to the reasoning and working memory factors (both 64%), though less heritable than IQ (85%, Fig 3). Heritability of a latent relational processing factor, derived from common pathway modelling of the individual relational processing tasks, was higher (86%, Fig 2) as measurement error and environmental influences specific to each task were partialed out. The latent relational processing factor accounted for 33–62% of variation in the individual relational processing tasks, and shows that a common genetic source is a strong influence on performance in all tasks.
Consistent with our hypotheses, RC was a strong component of IQ (Fig 3, S2 Text) with genes accounting for most (91%) of the association (i.e. \( r_p = 0.65 \)). Even so, RC was not totally subsumed within IQ with 40% of its genetic variance being specific (S1 Fig). The genetic source influencing RC (i.e. A1) also accounted for 69% of genetic variation in reasoning and 39% of genetic variation in working memory. Importantly, factors influencing RC accounted for 67% of the total covariation (72% of genetic covariation) between reasoning and working memory. Independent of RC, IQ accounted for an additional 12% of the total covariation (10% of genetic covariation), while processes independent of both RC and IQ accounted for the remaining 21%. Taking into account the genetic overlap between RC and IQ, RC accounted for 8% of the genetic covariation independently of IQ (S2 Fig shows examples of alternative variable order).
GWA Analyses

Discovery Sample. No associations for either RC or IQ reached genome-wide significance (i.e., \(3.1 \times 10^{-8}\); for quantile-quantile plots see S3 Fig). For RC, the strongest association was with rs4390263, \(p = 1.4 \times 10^{-6}\). This SNP was also suggestive \((p < 0.05)\) for the related traits of reasoning, working memory, and IQ. In addition, a further five of the top 50 RC SNPs were suggestive across all three additional cognitive traits (S6 Table). For IQ, the strongest association was with rs1242923 \((p = 5.0 \times 10^{-6})\). In addition, four of the top 50 IQ SNPs were suggestive for RC, reasoning, and working memory (S7 Table). These 11 SNPs, shown in Table 2, were taken forward for replication. Minor allele frequencies for all samples are shown in S8 Table.

Replication and Meta-analysis. Of 109 association tests (11 SNPs for 10 related traits across 4 independent groups (excluding rs10209999 for the NTR cohort), 11 were nominally associated \((p < 0.05, S9–S10 Tables)\). This exceeds that expected by chance \((0.05 \times 109 = 5.5)\). However, direction of results was not always consistent across groups. Meta-analysis of IQ results from 4 groups \((N = 7083)\) revealed three independent nominally associated SNPs.

Fig 3. Genetic Sources Influencing Relational Complexity (RC) Underpin Intelligence and Covariation Between Reasoning and Working Memory.

In this Cholesky decomposition \([41]\), additive genetic factors are designated \(A_1-A_4\), and non-shared environmental factors \(E_1-E_4\) (dashed lines indicate non-significant pathways). Heritability \((h^2)\) is shown for each trait. Parameter estimates are standardised such that when squared they indicate the percentage of variance accounted for (shown with 95% confidence intervals). Variable order was chosen to examine (i) the contribution of sources influencing RC (i.e. \(A_1, E_1\)) to the covariation between reasoning and working memory, and (ii) if sources influencing IQ added to this covariation independently of RC. For greater detail see S2 Text and S1 Fig (focusing on covariation between RC and IQ) and S2 (showing alternative variable orders for the quadrivariate Cholesky). Note that unless there are qualitative sex differences, the order of traits in a Cholesky decomposition does not change measure of fit (or conclusion).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123886.g003
rs4390263c near RBM20 and rs11195283 were found to be associated with Relational Complexity (RC or Reasoning). Further support for this SNP was found in meta-analysis for Working Memory (rs4390263, \( p = 0.023 \), rs4482248, \( p = 0.026 \); N = 1825; Discovery – PCA-derived Working Memory; LBC1936 – Letter Number Sequence; NCNG – Digit Symbol).

### Gene-based Tests

**Discovery Sample.** No genes reached the significance threshold (1.7x10^{-6}). The top ranked gene for RC was NPS (\( p = 1.5x10^{-5} \)), consistent with the top GWAS SNP (rs4390263). The top ranked gene for IQ was FAM105A, \( p = 3.2x10^{-5} \). These 2 genes were taken forward for replication.

---

**Table 2. Association for SNPs Carried Forward to Replication: Discovery/Replication Samples and Meta-Analyses.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Gene, Location</th>
<th>Australian Discovery</th>
<th>English ALSPAC</th>
<th>Scottish LBC1936</th>
<th>Dutch NTR</th>
<th>Norwegian NCNG</th>
<th>Meta-Analyses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rs10209999</td>
<td>Intergenic, 2:138312920</td>
<td>-0.30 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.4x10^{-4}</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs2442756</td>
<td>VPS13B, 8:99816910</td>
<td>0.28 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.5x10^{-4}</td>
<td>0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs11195283</td>
<td>RBM20, 10:110721690</td>
<td>-0.28 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.4x10^{-4}</td>
<td>0.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs4390263c</td>
<td>near NPS: 10:127566291</td>
<td>-0.35 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.4x10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.08 (0.03)</td>
<td>9.5x10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs12882037</td>
<td>near ESRRB, 14:75350842</td>
<td>-0.36 (0.09)</td>
<td>3.7x10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.02 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rs3827183</td>
<td>DOPEY2, 21:36289107</td>
<td>-0.41 (0.11)</td>
<td>1.2x10^{-4}</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** P values <0.10 are shown in bold, while those <0.05 are also underlined. Results are reported for the minor allele and are standardised for all cohorts excepting NCNG. Minor allele frequencies are reported in S8 Table. In the Discovery sample gene-based test for RC: NPS was the top ranked gene (\( p = 1.5x10^{-5} \)), while VPS13B and DOPEY2 were nominally associated (\( p = 0.02, 0.04 \) respectively). In the gene-based test for IQ: DGKB and ABHD4 were nominally associated (\( p = 0.03, 8.1x10^{-5} \) respectively). RBM20 and PRRSL were not VEGAS-listed genes.

**Sample sizes:** Australian Discovery (1. N = 497 (243 families); 2. N = 1999 (894 families), English ALSPAC (N = 4078 unrelated), Scottish LBC1936 (N = 1001 unrelated), Dutch NTR (N = 920 (340 families)), Norwegian NCNG (N = 670 unrelated).

**This set of SNPs are from the top 50 RC SNPs. Results for all replication SNPs are shown in supplementary S9–S10 Tables. Measures examined in meta-analysis: Discovery – RC; ALSPAC/LBC1936/NCNG – Matrix Reasoning; NTR—Raven’s Progressive Matrices.**

**This set of SNPs are from the top 50 IQ SNPs. Results for all replication SNPs are shown in supplementary S9–S10 Tables. Measures examined in meta-analysis: Discovery—IQ from the Multidimensional Aptitude Battery (5 subtests), ALSPAC and NCNG – IQ from the WASI (2 subtests—including Matrix Reasoning), LBC1936—Moray House.**

Further support for this SNP was found in meta-analysis for Working Memory (rs4390263, \( p = 0.023 \); rs4482248, \( p = 0.026 \); N = 1825; Discovery – PCA-derived Working Memory; LBC1936 – Letter Number Sequence; NCNG – Digit Symbol).

---

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0123886.

(intergenic SNPs rs2964546, rs4482248, and a SNP in the gene DGKB, rs7801010 (Table 2)). Nominal associations were also found for working memory (3 groups, N = 1825) at two loci (rs4390263 (NPS) and rs4482248 (intergenic)).
Replication. Tests for \textit{NPS} resulted in suggestive \textit{p}-values (ranging 0.007 to 0.06) for reasoning in three of the four replication cohorts (Table 3). The only exception was the NTR cohort, for which SNP overlap was small (86% of NTR SNPs for \textit{NPS} and \textit{FAM105A} were specific to that cohort).

Post Hoc Links to Cognition and Related Traits

Of the 11 SNPs selected for replication, eight were located in a gene (rs7801010 (\textit{DGKB}), rs2442756 (\textit{VPS13B}), rs11195283 (\textit{RBM20}), rs12419146 (\textit{PRR5L}), rs1242923 (\textit{ABHD4}), and rs2837183 (\textit{DOPEY2}), or near a gene (rs4390263 (3.62kb downstream of \textit{NPS}); rs12882037 (20.5kb upstream of \textit{ESRRB})). As outlined in \textit{S1 Table}, seven of these genes have, to varying degrees, plausible links to cognition (i.e. \textit{DGKB}, \textit{NPS}, \textit{VPS13B}, \textit{RBM20}, \textit{ABHD4}, \textit{ESRRB}, and \textit{DOPEY2}), with some active in systems implicated in schizophrenia pathology (\textit{NPS}, \textit{DGKB}, \textit{ABHD4}, \textit{ESRRB}).

None of the 11 SNPs have been identified in previous GWA meta-analyses of (i) adult cognition (\textit{N} = 3,511 [53, 54]), (ii) childhood cognition (\textit{N} = 12,441 [55]), or (iii) educational attainment (\textit{N} = 126,559 [56]), although suggestive evidence in Norwegian and British samples indicates that the gene \textit{DGKB} may influence fluid intelligence (\textit{p} = 0.04 and 0.001 respectively [54]). For sample overlap with these studies, see \textit{S12 Table}.

Discussion

This is the first study to examine the extent of genetic influence on the ability to process complex relational information. Relational processing is known to impose processing loads that increase with the complexity of relational information [14, 15, 57]. Furthermore, individual
differences in this ability have been demonstrated [15, 57]. Here, the role of processing complex relations (i.e. RC) is explored as a core component of cognitive function, as a foundation for both reasoning and working memory [1, 19], and as a potentially important endophenotype for psychiatric and neurological disorders [27, 28, 30]. First we show that RC is strongly heritable (i.e., genetic sources account for 67% of individual variability). This heritability estimate is similar to that found here for reasoning and working memory domains (Fig 3) and in other studies for higher-order cognitive functions [58]. Consistent with prior work [1, 19, 57], RC accounted for a substantial amount of the variance in IQ and the majority of covariation between reasoning and working memory. Here we show that these relationships are driven almost entirely by overlapping genetic influences. Further, in exploratory analyses, we searched for common genetic variants that influence RC, with meta-analyses providing suggestive support for four loci.

Our analyses show RC is characterised by substantial individual variation that can be reliably measured. Genetic and environmental influences were independent of sex and a strong genetic source influenced variation in our adolescent and young adult sample. Typically, the heritability of cognitive abilities increases steeply throughout childhood and adolescence to young adulthood, with common (shared) environmental influences becoming less important over the lifespan [59–61]. Heritability then remains relatively stable through middle and old age [62, 63], although decreases in later life have sometimes been indicated [64, 65] and trajectories can also be measure dependent, with for example, heritability of memory performance reported to increase in old age [64, 66]. Further, it has been shown that there is substantial overlap between genetic sources influencing cognitive ability in childhood and old age [67].

The heritability of RC in our adolescent and young adult sample was maximised through computation of a principal component from tests spanning linguistic and non-linguistic domains. An important characteristic of the RC metric is that it defines cognitive complexity in a way that is applicable to different content domains [14]. In this, RC somewhat reflects the extraction of IQ from multiple verbal and performance abilities. To some extent, the higher heritability in a principal component score may reflect the reduction of random noise, as measurement error inflates environmental influence and thereby reduces heritability. Similarly, we found that heritability is further increased when a latent relational processing factor is derived from common pathway modelling of individual relational processing tasks (86% vs. 67%), as uncorrelated measurement error, plus genetic and environmental influences specific to each task, are partialled out of the latent factor. While our results suggest that our core ability to process complex relations is very strongly influenced by our genetic make-up, this does not preclude the importance of environmental effects, which can influence heritability when (a) our response to the environment is partly dependent upon our genotype (gene-environment interaction), or (b) our genetically influenced preferences lead us to seek out particular environments (gene-environment correlation) [68]. Further, no significant common environmental factor was identified, but it is possible that in larger samples the larger statistical power would allow detection of such influences. We note however, that evidence of shared environmental influences in adults is very limited for measures of cognition. Heritability scores derived from DNA using Genome-wide Complex Trait Analysis (GCTA[69]) show that common genetic variants account for approximately two-thirds of twin study heritability estimates for cognitive abilities, and set a lower bound for such estimates [70].

Previously, we have theorized that relational processing is the foundation of higher cognitive processes [1]. Here we show that genetic sources influencing variability in RC also account for over half of the individual variation in general cognitive ability and for most (91%) of the association between these measures ($r_p = 0.65$). However, the genetic source influencing RC is not subsumed in that influencing IQ. While there is substantial genetic overlap, a genetic factor
independent of IQ accounts for approximately 27% of individual variation in relational processing ability. In contrast, the influence of unique environmental sources is almost entirely specific to each measure.

We have further proposed that the similarity in capacity limitations found for reasoning (i.e. 4 interrelated variables [16]) and working memory (~4 chunks [18]) might be based on the limited ability to form and retain relationships between elements—in other words, a capacity limitation in relational processing [19]. Here we explored the covariation between reasoning and working memory in terms of genetic and environmental sources and the contribution of sources that also influence RC. Reasoning and working memory were moderately correlated (0.52), with genetic sources accounting for the majority (89%) of the covariation (Fig 3). This genetic component of the covariation was substantially influenced (72%) by sources also influencing RC. It also largely reflects that component of general cognitive ability that covaries with relational processing, with RC influencing only 8% of the covariation between reasoning and working memory independently of IQ (and IQ influencing 12% of the covariation independently of RC). This finding is consistent with the perspective that genes influencing variation in the ability to process complex relations thereby also contribute to variability in both reasoning and working memory.

In the present study, while we had substantial power to detect sources of genetic and environmental variance in relational processing using the classical twin design [71], we lacked power for genome-wide association (GWA) due to the complex architecture of traits such as cognition, where many variants of small effect are involved [72]. Thus, our GWA analyses of this novel phenotype are exploratory and our p-values are modest. To reduce noise, we used a cross-trait consistency approach and selected eleven SNPs and two genes for replication. This included a total of nine genes (with additional SNPs in intergenic regions), of which most were plausible as candidates for involvement in cognition (S11 Table). Heterogeneity among the cognitive tests across the five cohorts (Australian Discovery, English ALSPAC, Scottish LBC1936, Dutch NTR, and Norwegian NCNG) was unavoidable. Further, our meta-analysis p-values did not survive correction for multiple testing and should be considered preliminary. However, in support of the findings, there is converging evidence that the genes they lie in or near could plausibly influence cognitive processes. From our GWA meta-analyses, variants in or near the genes DGKB and NPS, as well as two intergenic variants (rs4482248 and rs2964546) were implicated. DGKB is a kinase involved in signalling and phospholipid synthesis, which seems to be preponderant in the brain. In humans, DGKB has been associated with stimulating the secretion of insulin [73], a hormone found to have potent effects in the brain, with insulin dysfunction underlying several risk factors implicated in cognitive decline [74]. Recent replicated gene-based association results suggest DGKB may influence fluid intelligence [54], while rat studies show DGKB involvement in hippocampal development, with flow-on effects in memory maze tasks [75, 76]. The hippocampus is most commonly known for its involvement in memory processes [77], but it is also involved in relational processing [78]. Similarly, the intergenic SNP rs4482248 may also influence relational processing via the hippocampus, as this SNP has been nominally associated with hippocampal volume in a GWA meta-analysis by the ENIGMA Consortium (N = 21,151) [79]. In addition, both our GWA (rs4390263) and gene-based tests suggest an association between the NPS gene and processes related to relational processing. Relational processing is known to be impaired in schizophrenia patients [80, 81] and NPS has been implicated in susceptibility for this disorder [82], including a large GWA meta-analysis by the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (N = 51,695) [83] showing that the minor allele of rs4390263 has a small protective effect. In addition, NPS receptors are reported to modulate verbal memory in schizophrenia patients [82] and central NPS administration has been shown to dose-dependently enhance memory retention in mice [84].
Taken together, these converging lines of evidence are intriguing, but the associations with relational processing reported here should be interpreted cautiously and need replication.

Conclusions

We find relational processing to be reliable and heritable, and consistent with RC theory [1, 19], capacity limitations for processing complex relations appear to make a substantial contribution to general cognitive ability and to underlie much of the covariation found between reasoning and working memory. Importantly, overlapping genetic sources drive these associations, and as such, genetic factors related to relational processing are identified as an important component of the genetic architecture underlying intelligence. Further, the results are consistent with a genetic cascade effect whereby genetic factors influencing core cognitive traits have flow-on effects to more complex cognitive behaviours. Potentially, genetic sources influencing structural and functional aspects of the prefrontal cortex, a brain region associated with relational processing [12, 20, 21], may be an earlier step in this genetic cascade. Future studies can assess these relationships by including brain imaging measures of prefrontal cortex structure and function in multivariate models similar to those found in the current study and in models examining direction of causation.
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